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TIPS FOR BUSY READERS
CATHERINE E. MILES
Adolf A. Berle, Jr., Tides of Crisis: A 
Primer of Foreign Relations, (New York, 
Reynal & Company, Inc., 1957. Price $4.00).
There is common agreement that the 
Second World War forced all Americans 
to gain some understanding of the prob­
lems of international affairs. No longer 
could such knowledge be classified as super­
fluous for the average citizen and the 
proper interest only of the specialist. How 
the layman could be introduced effectively 
to the complexities of international life has 
remained a persistent problem.
So far, the best general book for the non­
professional is Mr. Berle’s Tides of Crisis. 
A man with important direct experience in 
world affairs, perspicacious, and with a 
tempered realism, Mr. Berle lays before the 
reader a masterful summation of world 
problems as they relate to the United States 
today. The author assumes little back­
ground knowledge on the part of his reader 
—an important value of the book—allocat­
ing much space to explaining the historical 
context within which present events are 
taking place.
Concentrating on the leadership position 
of the United States in the contemporary 
world, Mr. Berle stresses the need for pol­
icy principles that will deal with the two 
major factors in the world scene. One is 
the movement of the world away from a 
situation in which nationalism was the 
prime motivation in solving problems. The
(Continued from page 13) 
important here. This is especially true of 
the physical assets such as securities, inven­
tories, fixed assets, real estate, buildings, 
accounts receivable.
Other records needed to prevent serious 
financial loss are: insurance policies; tax 
reports and receipts; balance sheets; audits; 
litigation files; major contracts; claim 
files; mortgage notes and trust acceptances. 
Remember there are tax deductions on such 
losses.
Recovery of losses are primarily depend­
ent upon putting records in safe places, 
adequate insurance, including insurance 
capacity for all physical damage hazards 
resulting from radiation or radio-active con­
tamination to buildings, machinery, and 
surviving personnel.
The best recovery of all is the continued 
operation of the business as quickly as pos­
sible, which all this planning will insure.
Ph.D., Atlanta, Georgia
other concerns the moral and philosophical 
conflict “between a conception of man as a 
being of supreme significance and a con­
ception which reduces him to the status of 
a tool ... in a social-engineering problem.”
Cheever Cressy, Ph.D.
Professor of International Relations, 
Oglethorpe University, Georgia.
“The Human Side of the Deflated Dollar 
Bias,” The Accounting Review, July, 1957, 
by William H. Whitney.
This is a highly interesting and provoca­
tive article which will give you a “new 
look” towards your income. If a person is 
not satisfied with his income (and who is?) 
and feels that he is really being treated 
badly by the world generally, then it is time 
for him to read, “The Human Side of the 
Deflated Dollar Bias.”
(Continued from page 10) 
It does demand thinking about our actions, 
appearance, qualifications, and approach in 
everything we do.
George D. Bailey, Past President of the 
American Institute of Accountants in 
“Some Thoughts About the Future of Pub­
lic Accounting For Women” stated “It must 
never be said that women in public account­
ing practice can disregard the standards 
which are generally recognized, even 
though some of the men may think that 
they themselves can do so.”
Yes, we have come a long way but the 
future rests with us—Have we enough 
imagination to see opportunities for greater 
service to our employer; can we think in 
big terms; are we giving some of our time 
to study and further education. Our pio­
neers had to do it and we must continue.
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